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Futuryng
Raised £2m in 2020

Deal: Equity
Funding: Business Expansion R&D
Series A: Open for $10m raise
Stage: Revenue generating
Sales: 2018: $2.5M
2019: $3.8M (est)
2020: $12M (est)
Market:$1T+

Futuryng has developed a technology capable of
developing the systems of the future: smart,
connected and horizontal
Our solutions enable customers to quickly, securely and dynamically connect
internal and external silos, identified as a major impediment to growth by McKinsey,
Gartner, and others.
With offices in Rome and Silicon Valley, we are successfully targeting winning and
creating sustainable value for a number of Global 1000 customers.
Solving IoT’s $multibillion interoperability problems.

Current digital solutions have significant integration and interoperability problems.
Vertically siloed systems do not support the dynamic connection of business
processes and related activities, thus resulting in numerous operational
inefficiencies.
Our digital interoperability technology can quickly connect a company’s vertical
silos through a new generation of hybrid, horizontal and multiapproach
connects the API System with the legacy and monolithic systems through modular,
distributed applications.
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The world's first accessibility platform for senior
travellers and travellers with disablities.
Deal: Equity
Sector: Travel & Mobility, Impact
Series A: $1.5m
Stage: First to market & pilot
commmissioned with Amadeus &
Globalia
Market: US & EU alone $70bn of 70%
of travellers with disabilities

Travaxy is your way to a worry free experience
Seasoned team led by CEP and Founder Lioz Amar who is a Paralympic swimmer
(Beijing) & Coach, Army Veteran and a developer.
Considerable interest and strong partnerships, including with Amadeus, the leading
global Tavel B2B company.
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dNano (IDX) is a UK based company is commercialising the
groundbreaking innovation of the global leader in
NanoMedicine Dr Sonia Trigueros.
Deal: Equity
Sector: Healthtech
Series A: £2.8m
Stage: Prototype ready in 4 months &
commercialised in 12 months:
Market: As a result of Covid the selfdiagnostic market has a CAGR of 9%
and is expected to hit a value of
$286bn by 2027

Dr Sonia Trigeros has created nanosensors that can be trained to detect any disease or virus in
humans, animals, plants or water as quick and easy as a pregnancy test. Due to the sensitivity
of the technology, IDX are able to test positive from the second day of infection within a matter
of minutes with no need to send samples to a lab. The tests have an unlimited shelf life and do
not need to be kept in refrigerated conditions which makes them hugely commercially
attractive.
The first test hitting the market is Covid and influenza, the second is foot and mouth, The end
game for this venture is to be able to self test, at home for the 30+ different types of cancer.
Commercial partnership for distribution are in place with Tento Health and Clarity Pharma
giving frictionless market access upon launching the first product. Each test will wholesale for
£5 and retail between £10-£15.
The global in-vitro diagnostics market size as a result of Covid the self-diagnostic market has a
CAGR of 9% and is expected to hit a value of $286bn by 2027.
The team are comprised of industry veterans and a rockstar advisory board.
IDX are raising £2.8m. The investment will see the first 2 products hit the market.
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Deal: Equity
Uses of Funding: Build UK Support
Team, Scale Development Team &
Marketing for EU Release
Round: £750k Seed
Stage: Pre-Launch & Profitable
Market: $1 Billion Globally
Sector: Big Data / Integration
platform as a service (IPAAS)

ENABLING THE CONNECTED WORKPLACE
BlendSuite enables users to connect, integrate and
sync data between almost any cloud based software or
internet of things device.
Over 500 paid clients, including: A leading UK university, over 100 UK retailers,
over 50 US retailers, NHS first responders and 3 major league football clubs.
100% growth in users since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic
Pre-Release & Profitable
Over £200k pre-release revenue and a negative burn rate
Global Reach: Active globally in countries including the UK, US, Ireland,
Australia, Canada, South Africa, Spain, New Zealand, Saudi Arabia and Nigeria
99 % Revenue Growth from 2018-2019
Over 125% growth in Q1 2020 compared to Q1 2019
Multiple High Growth Partnerships from fast track 50 to Silicon Valley Unicorns
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Deal: Equity
Sector: Proptech
Round: £300k Seed
Uses of Funding: Further develop
platform, increase capacity with
viewing agents & further market offer
Stage: Prototype trial & partnership
Market: 28% increase in requests to
view rental properties since Covid 19
Lockdown
SEIS/EIS eligible

A top UK property viewing service provider
Lairvue (lairvue.co.uk) is a UK based start-up which enables estate agents and private
landlords to schedule viewings of their properties via its mobile platform prior to arranging
physical viewings via Lairvue’s viewing agents.
Similar to Uber drivers,viewings agents are booked in real time thanks to the platform’s
location based mobile technology, allowing viewings to happen on the same day as the
booking. This compares favourably to 4 days with existing systems, and fits much better the
new generation of renters and buyers. Estate agents and landlords can also be much more
reactive and significantly reduce the number of missed opportunities and costs.
To rise to the challenge of Covid, Lairvue has also secured a revenue share deal with 360
video company Yourtour (goyourtour.com) to offer estate agents and landlords a full package
of 360 degree high quality immersive online property viewings that complements Lairvue's
physical viewing service. The proposition is already meeting great interest, with the company
having signed 2 large clients; University Living, for which it successfully carried out 500
viewings, and East Bank. It also signed a partnership with major online estate agency,
MoveBubble, and 4 other estate agents taking the Lairvue + Yourtour package.
The managementis seeking to raise £300k to further develop the platform, increase its
capacity with viewing agents and further market its offer. The investment is SEIS/EIS eligible.
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Deal: Equity
Sector: Fintech/Investtech
Round: £300k Seed
Uses of Funding: Further develop
platform, marketing
Stage: App launching/revenue ready
SEIS/EIS Approved

Stratiphy (stratiphy.io) is the world's first app for sustainable
investment strategies available to retail investors. Existing
investors include senior traders within tier1 investment banks.
Based on the same algo-trading technology as investment banks
use, users receive a tailored buy and sell instructions according to:
- Their risk profile
- The industries they are interested in
- ESG ratings for sustainable investing
Analysis on individual stocks is difficult and time consuming,
Stratiphy gives retail investors a way to analyse, automate and
execute investment strategies whilst including unique sustainability
parameters. Link to promo video here.
The management successfully raised a pre-seed of £130k which led
to building the alpha version of the app launching at the end of the
month and to making the company revenue ready. It is now raising
£300k of which £30k has already been committed. The round is
eligible for SEIS (25k allowance, to be pro rated for first 75k) and EIS
for the remainder.
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Raised £250K June 2020
& £350k Mar 21

Deal: 12%
FUNDING: £250k Launch, B2B
partnerships & tech development
ROUND Validation & working product
MARKET: £15 billion
SEIS & EIS approved

The ticket industry is broken. Ticket pass is building
the biggest ethical and fair ticketing platform
Controlled and dictated by a few, ticketing platforms tend to be greedy, not transparent, and
even encourage touts. And this is a big problem for governments, artists, fans and organisers
who are all frustrated with the system in place. People are against unfair ticketing and want an
alternative.
Ticketpass is building the biggest ethical and fair ticketing platform by fighting touts, capping
booking fees, and generating social impact every time a ticket is sold.
Unlike other ticketing platforms, Ticketpass is a tech for good company with 4 revenue models:
Booking fee | Subscription | Virtual Tokens | Event Promotion.

.
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Deal: Equity
Sector: Cleantech/Impact
Round: £1m Seed
Uses of Funding: complete key pilots,
further product development, boost
marketing & sales support
Stage: Revenue ready
EIS approved

EMSOL (emsol.io) is a UK startup that has deployed a
revolutionary proprietary tracking technology to enable
businesses to monitor in real time their air and noise pollution.
EMSOL has proved to quickly and cost-effectively deliver up to 80% carbon reductions within short
timescales. This makes EMSOL the indispensable partner for all businesses that want to achieve
sustainability goals and to report precisely to stakeholders progress made in pollution control.
Existing and potential customers include construction companies, infrastructure companies and
local / government authorities, not to mention all sizable supply chain companies and/or
companies with their own proprietary supply chain. EMSOL has already won and installed early
paid trials with key strategic customers such as Waitrose, Mace, Croydon Council and HS2, with
the plan to establish our platform across every HS2 construction site. These projects alone
represent a potential £10M/annum pipeline value within the next 18 months.
EMSOL’s solution combines sensors that are placed on sites and on vehicles and a SaaS
subscription model which generates an ARR in excess of 80%. The technology has UK and EU
Trademark (class 9 & 42), its platform analytics is patent-pending. Emsol has obtained £270k from
the UK Government’s Future Fund.
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Deal:
Equity
Raise:
£550k
Sector: Impact Investment - Ethical
lifestyle & Beauty
Funding: Team, Marketing &
Development Infrastructure
Stage: Revenue Generating & Ready
to Scale
Market: Over £40bn in the UK

The UK’s 1st all-in-one ethical community, training
academy and e-commerce platform
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Deal: Equity
Sector: Sustainable Fashion
Round: £600k
Uses of Funding: Relaunch pre-order
business, boost design, marketing &
sales support

B_Boheme (bboheme.com) is a pioneering UK affordable luxury
brand of innovative sustainable vegan shoes.
All B_Boheme distinct shoes are Vegan Society trademarked and PETA approved. Having achieved
£2m revenues and 20,000+ shoes sold, the company paused its operation during Covid to
reposition and embrace the fast broadening appeal of Veganism that has grown in the UK by 40%
in 2020.
The relaunch will kick start with a pre-order campaign to its loyal customer base and newly
identified market segments, with new products that have broader appeal and have been adapted
to post-Covid needs. Beyond its initial vegan consumer base, the company’s new strategy targets
all receptive non-vegan audiences, such as vegetarians and the ever growing number of
consumers with environmental and social consciousness.
The company led by Alicia Lai, and augmented by new key team members such as a seasoned
designer, is now looking to raise £600k (possibly staged) - to launch its pre-order campaign,
expand the brand and prepare the full launch of the new collection.
.
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G2E Management Team

KAREN
MELONIE GOULD
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TOROSSIAN

Founder, CEO

Partner

+44 (0) 7939 164 110
karen@gateway2enterprise.co.uk

Impact investing & ESG
Investment Readiness
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CAPITAL AT RISKInvestment in unquoted businesses carry high risks as well as the possibility of high rewards and an investor’s capital is at risk
in making such investments. It is highly speculative and potential investors should be aware that no established market exists for the trading of
shares in private companies.
Please note that any tax treatments referred to in financial promotions approved or issued by the investee will depend on the individual
circumstances of the investor. Investors should be aware that other costs and taxes may arise for them in relation to making investments.By
enquiring about a deal you will receive further information regarding the investment opportunity which may include a ‘Business Plan’, ‘Marketing
Plan’, ‘Investment Decks’, Investment Memorandums’, Pitch Decks or other material. Direct contact with the Founder will take place once you
have shown an interest in meeting or discussing the opportunity further.Potential or actual investors are responsible for obtaining all necessary
information for evaluating the relative merits and risks of an investment, as well as engaging their own investment advisor if deemed to be
appropriate. G2E is not responsible for, and shall have no liability for, any investment decisions. The entering into of any investment transaction
will be with the respective company without involvement of, or participDaetali:o1n2%by, G2E. Potential or actual investors understand that any
investment they may make entails substantial risks and need to be able to bear the complete loss of any such investment.Funding: Launch +B2B
Partnerships +Tech DevRound: £250,000
Any information distributed by Gateway2Enterprise, its officers and associates is for information purposes only and is not intended to be, and is
not, an endorsement, approval or otherStage: Validation +Working product Market: £15 billionrecommendation with respect to any securities
and/or investments. Dissemination of information does not constitute an endorsement of the accuracy or adequacy of the information.Sector:
Event Tech | Impact | Marketplace | B2B2C
You may have the right to protection under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the right to refer complaints to the Financial
Ombudsman Service; this depends on the type of business and the circumstances of the claim or complaint. Where a particular investment
contains an overseas element, these protections may not be available.
Further information about applicable compensation and protection is available from the FSCS and FOS.All information given to you by
Gateway2Enterprise Limited is confidential and must not be passed to others without first seeking the approval of Gateway2Enterprise Limited.
It may not be used for any purpose other than to consider whether you should enter into discussions with the business described.

